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Good morning, | EEN
Thanks a lot.

Thanks, indeed, we can discuss more in details why the migrant workers were giving controversial answers, and

how they are more at risk as they share accommodations arranged by the recruitment agencies. I guess these

questions will come up in the Q&A. I'll also touch upon them in the poster discussion (if we are accepted).

Ok, I'm sending it toEKECENN

Wishing you a nice weekend,

B.12e
5.1.2¢

National Institute for Public Health and Environment (RIVM)
Antonie van Leeuwenhoeklaan 9 | 3720 MA Bilthoven | The Netherlands

1 http://www.rivm.nl

rom: IEE SENETcvSent: 04 September 2020 09:16

To: 5.1.2e | 5.1.2e @rivm.nl>

Cc: 5.1.2e <A @rivm.nl>

Subject: RE: ESCAIDE abstract - Vion outbreak

Thanks for the abstract, it looks good! Attached some suggestions.

Especially the sentence about that none were symptomatic but four reported symptoms was a bit vague, I know

what you mean but that's because I know the content of the questionnaire, for the reviewers that would raise

questions I think. (Although it's maybe a nice discussion point that (migrant) workers probably lie about having

symptoms to prevent being rejected from working and the fear of losing their job).

Best wishes,
5.1.2e

From: JENvn0>
Sent: woensdag 2 september 2020 17:11

@rivm.nl>

@rivm.nl>

Subject: ESCAIDE abstract - Vion outbreak

Dear 5.1.2e

Hope you are well.

Please find attached the draft for our ESCAIDE abstract on the Vion outbreak. Could you please let me know if you

have any comments/corrections?



177978

After your comments, I will send it to 5.1.2e for approval. I will also askBE3 circulate it to

the partners (GGD, UU, EMC, etc) as the coordinator/main contact person.

The submission deadline is 14" September, so I am aiming to have it circulated internally at RIVM this week and to

external partners next week.

Kind

it
5.12

5.1.2e

National Institute for Public Health and Environment (RIVM)
Antonie van Leeuwenhoeklaan 9 | 3720 MA Bilthoven | The Netherlands


